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The interaction of carbon monoxide with 3d metal dimers �scandium through zinc� has been
examined using six different exchange-correlation density functionals. Results are compared to the
relevant experimental values and to other theoretical investigations when available, and the overall
agreement has been obtained. The BP86 functional gives calculated C–O stretching vibrational
frequencies much closer to the experimental values than the B3P86, B3LYP, mPW1PW91, and
PBE1PBE functionals, and furthermore, replacing the correlation part by the Lee–Yang–Parr
correlation functional yields essentially the same results. It is generally found that on going from left
to right across the 3d metal series, the preference for geometrical configuration is from
side-on-bonded mode to bridging, and then to terminal, whereas Ni2CO adopts bridging mode.
Particularly, the present computation reveals a significant tendency toward four-electron donor
carbonyl groups with metal-oxygen bonds with the early transition metals scandium and titanium.
The C–O stretching vibrational frequencies in the ground states of M2CO �M =Sc to Zn� increase
generally from the left to the right side of the Periodic Table. The binding energies exhibit an overall
decrease trend. These general trends in the interaction of carbon monoxide with 3d metal dimers
mirror the main features of CO adsorption on transition metal surfaces. © 2008 American Institute
of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2842066�

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the interaction of carbon monoxide with
transition metals is a topic of considerable interest from an
academic or an industrial viewpoint.1 Many industrial pro-
cesses such as hydroformylation, Fischer–Tropsch synthesis,
and acetic acid synthesis employ carbon monoxide as the
reagent and transition metal compounds as heterogeneous or
homogeneous catalysts and involve transition metal carbonyl
intermediates.2 Generally, the CO adsorption on the 3d metal
surfaces of Sc to Fe indicate a tendency toward CO dissocia-
tion, whereas for Co to Cu, it tends to remain adsorbed on
the surfaces.1–8 In particular, unusually low C–O stretching
frequencies around 1100–1400 cm−1 were observed on the
Cr�110� and Fe�100� surfaces.4 Weak adsorption of CO was
observed on the Ni�111�, Cu�111�, Cu�110�, and Cu�100�
surfaces.5–8

Interest of the interaction of carbon monoxide with metal
dimers remains high because it serves as the simplest model
systems for fundamental understanding of the multifaceted
mechanisms of carbon monoxide activation by metal clusters
and surfaces. Recently, the reactions of CO with group 3
metal and early lanthanide dimers generated a new series of
the M2��2��2-C,O�� �M =Sc,Y,La,Ce,Gd� molecules with
asymmetrically bridging and side-on-bonded CO ligands,
which are drastically activated with remarkably low C–O
stretching frequencies.9–12 Matrix investigations of the reac-
tion of some 3d metal dimers with CO molecules character-

ized a series of dinuclear carbonyls, Ti2CO,13 Mn2CO,14,15

Fe2CO,16–18 Co2CO,19 and Cu2CO.20 Theoretical investiga-
tions have been carried out for Fe2CO,21 Ni2CO,22 and
Cu2CO.23–25 To explore the trends in the interaction of car-
bon monoxide with 3d metal dimers, systematical computa-
tions were carried out for the equilibrium geometries and
harmonic vibrational frequencies of the possible structures
and electronic states of M2CO �M =Sc to Zn� with six popu-
lar density functionals in this study. Comparison with the
relevant experimental values and with other theoretical in-
vestigations when available is also presented.

II. THEORETICAL METHODS

The GAUSSIAN 03 program was used for all
calculations.26 The 6-311+G�d� basis set was used for C and
O atoms,27 and the Wachters–Hay all-electron basis set was
used for 3d metal atoms.28,29 The functionals used in the
present study have been denoted BP86, B3P86, BLYP,
B3LYP, mPW1PW91, and PBE1PBE. The first four are con-
structed using either the pure density functional theory
�DFT� exchange functional of 1988 �B� �Ref. 30� or the
three-parameter Hartree–Fock/DFT hybrid exchange func-
tional �B3� �Ref. 31� combined with the correlation func-
tional of Perdew 86 �P86� �Refs. 32 and 33� or Lee–Yang–
Parr �LYP�.34 The mPW1PW91 functional comprises
modified Perdew–Wang exchange �mPW� and Perdew–Wang
1991 correlation �PW91�.35 The PBE1PBE functional con-
sists of 25% exchange and 75% correlation weighting of
1997 hybrid functional of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
�PBE�.36 Considering that the BP86 and BPW91 �Refs. 30
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and 37� functionals usually yield essentially the same results
as were found in many cases such as metal carbonyls,38,39

BPW91 was not used here. The equilibrium geometries and
harmonic vibrational frequencies of the possible structures
and electronic states of M2CO �M =Sc to Zn� were calcu-
lated using the above-mentioned six density functionals. Mo-
lecular orbitals were generated with GAUSSVIEW.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table I reports the comparison of experimental and the-
oretical C–O stretching vibrational frequencies for the
ground state M2CO �M =Sc to Zn� species. It can be found
from Table I that the BP86 and BLYP functionals give cal-
culated C–O stretching vibrational frequencies much closer
to the experimental values than the B3P86, B3LYP,
mPW1PW91, and PBE1PBE functionals, and furthermore,
the BP86 functional performs slightly better than the BLYP
functional. Hereafter, mainly BP86 results are presented for
discussion. Ground electronic states, point groups, vibra-
tional frequencies, and intensities of the ground state M2CO
�M =Sc to Zn� species are listed in Table II. Calculated and
experimental adiabatic ionization energies of the naked 3d
metal dimers are given in Table III. Mulliken atomic charges
of the ground state M2CO �M =Sc to Zn� species are pre-
sented in Table IV. Figures 1–7 show representatively low-
lying structures and their relative energies of M2CO. Mo-
lecular orbital depictions of the highest occupied molecular
orbitals �HOMOs� and HOMO-1s of the ground state M2CO
�M =Sc to Zn� species are illustrated in Fig. 8. All the con-
figurations are found to be planar. The geometry optimiza-

tion procedures starting with nonplanar trial structures with-
out imposing any symmetry constraint all resulted in the
planar configurations. Results of the present computations
together with relevant experimental and previous theoretical
work are presented below for each individual species, mov-
ing from left to right across the series.

A. Sc2CO

The ground state of Sc2CO is predicted to be 1A� �Fig.
1�, which has an asymmetrically bridging and side-on-
bonded CO ligand. The 3A� and 5A� states of Sc2CO lie 12.9
and 26.3 kcal /mol higher in energy than its ground state,
respectively, and also present side-on-bonded configurations.
The low-lying 3B2 and 5B2 states of Sc2CO are above its
ground state by 28.3 and 33.6 kcal /mol, respectively, corre-
sponding to the structures with the CO molecules in the
bridging position between the two scandium atoms. The low-
est energy state with linear arrangement of atoms, 1�+, lies
45.5 kcal /mol in energy higher than the 1A� one. It is noted
that the spin multiplicity of Sc2 �the ground state is 5�u

−�
changes upon attachment of CO.

The C–O stretching vibrational frequency of the ground
state of Sc2CO is calculated to be 1237.6 cm−1, which is
consistent with the experimental value �1193.4 cm−1� �Table
I� and previous calculations.9 The C–O bond length
�1.321 Å� is much longer than the value of the free CO mol-
ecule �1.140 Å� calculated at the same level of theory, im-
plying that the C–O bond is highly activated in this side-on-
bonded Sc2CO species. The Sc–Sc bond length in Sc2CO is
elongated by 0.111 Å relative to the naked Sc2. The Sc–C

TABLE I. Comparison of experimental and theoretical C-O stretching vibrational frequencies �cm−1� for the
ground state M2CO �M =Sc to Zn� species. Parenthetical values are the deviations from the experimental values.

Species State BP86 B3P86 BLYP B3LYP mPW1PW91 PBE1PBE Expt.

Sc2CO 1A� 1237.6 1291.2 1215.2 1271.9 1297.3 1300.5 1193.4a

�44.2� �97.8� �21.8� �78.5� �103.9� �107.1�
Ti2CO 3A� 1330.9 1362.3 1313.9 1345.0 1364.3 1366.2 1297.8b

�33.1� �64.5� �16.1� �47.2� �66.5� �68.4�
V2CO 3A� 1825.4 1932.6 1835.0 1936.0 2025.8 1826.2 1801.6c

�23.8� �131.0� �33.4� �134.4� �224.2� �24.6�
Cr2CO 1A� 1947.3 2048.3 1944.0 2043.6 2057.3 2055.8 1879.1c

�68.2� �169.2� �64.9� �165.4� �178.2� �176.7�
Mn2CO 9A� 1763.5 1822.8 1754.2 1809.0 1815.0 1814.4

�75.3� �134.6� �66.0� �120.8� �126.8� �126.2� 1688.2d

�76.0� �135.3� �66.7� �121.5� �127.5� �126.9� 1687.5e

Fe2CO 7A� 1927.3 2051.2 1920.5 2038.0 2072.6 2070.6 1898.0f

�29.3� �153.2� �22.5� �140.0� �174.6� �172.6�
Co2CO 5A� 1958.3 2109.5 1944.9 2098.5 2140.1 2100.1 1953.3g

�5.0� �156.2� �−8.4� �145.2� �186.8� �146.8�
Ni2CO 1A1 1793.0 1895.3 1773.6 1874.2 1909.1 1910.0 1769.1c

�23.9� �126.2� �4.5� �105.1� �140.0� �140.9�
Cu2CO 1�+ 2071.1 2201.0 2055.1 2186.3 2223.7 2222.1

�−46.2� �83.7� �−62.2� �69.0� �106.4� �104.8� 2117.3c

�−44.9� �85.0� �−60.9� �70.3� �107.7� �106.1� 2116h

Zn2CO 1A� 2120.8 2225.3 2112.2 2211.9 2242.3 2240.7 ¯

aReference 9.
bReference 13.
cUnpublished results of this laboratory.
dReference 14.

eReference 15.
fReference 18.
gReference 19.
hReference 20.
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and Sc–O stretching frequencies are predicted to be 663.3,
546.7, and 429.0 cm−1 �Table II�, respectively, while their
intensities �1, 15, and 19 km /mol� are too small to be de-
tected. The Sc–Sc stretching is predicted to be 219.5 cm−1

with small intensity �3 km /mol�, which is beyond our spec-
tral range of 5000−400 cm−1.9

B. Ti2CO

The ground state of Ti2CO is predicted to be 3A� and the
geometrical configuration is similar to that of the ground
state of Sc2CO, where CO is also side-on bonded to the two
titanium atoms �Fig. 2�. Energetically next two higher struc-
tures of Ti2CO with side-on-bonded configurations are cal-
culated to be 1A� and 5A�, respectively, which lie 8.5 and
13.5 kcal /mol higher in energy than its ground state. Two
low-lying bridging configurations correspond to the 5A2 and
3A2 states, respectively, which are above its ground state by
16.1 and 21.4 kcal /mol. The lowest energy terminal configu-
ration with an 3A� state lies 29.6 kcal /mol higher in energy
than its ground state. The present computations indicate that
the spin multiplicity of Ti2 �the ground state is 3�g� remains
unchanged upon attachment of CO, different from the case
for Sc2.

For the ground state of Ti2CO, the Ti–Ti bond length is
elongated by 0.386 Å relative to the naked Ti2. The C–O
bond length in Ti2CO is slightly shorter by 0.032 Å than that
in Sc2CO �Figs. 1 and 2�. The C–O stretching vibrational
frequency in Ti2CO is calculated to be 1330.9 cm−1, which is
in accord with the experimental value of 1297.8 cm−1 �Table
I� and previous computations.13 The Ti–C and Ti–O stretch-
ing frequencies are predicted to be 719.1, 544.8, and

367.1 cm−1 with small intensities of 3, 2, and 2 km /mol
�Table II�, respectively. The Ti–Ti stretching is predicted to
be 256.7 cm−1.

C. V2CO

The ground state of V2CO is predicted to be 3A� with a
semibridging CO �Fig. 3�. Energetically next higher structure
with semibridging configuration is calculated to be 1A�,
which lies 0.8 kcal /mol higher in energy than its ground
state. Two low-lying structures with side-on-bonded configu-
rations correspond to the 3A� and 5A� states, respectively,
which are above its ground state by 20.0 and 20.5 kcal /mol.
The lowest energy terminal configuration is calculated to be
an 5A� state with the V–V–C angle of 109.8°, which lies
21.3 kcal /mol higher in energy than its ground state. It is
noted that the spin multiplicity of V2 �the ground state is
3�g

−� remains unchanged upon attachment of CO, similar to
the case for Ti2 but different from the case for Sc2.

The V–V bond length in the ground state of V2CO is
slightly shorter by 0.034 Å than that in the naked V2. The
C–O bond length in V2CO is calculated to 1.184 Å, which is
visibly shorter by 0.137 and 0.105 Å than those in Sc2CO
and Ti2CO �Figs. 1–3�, respectively. The C–O stretching vi-
brational frequency is calculated to be 1825.4 cm−1, which
agrees well with the experimental value �1801.6 cm−1�
�Table I�. The V–V stretching is predicted to be 672.5 cm−1,
while its intensity �20 km /mol� is too small to be detected.
The V–C stretching frequencies are predicted to be 454.0 and
421.0 cm−1 with small intensities of 0.2 and 35 km /mol
�Table II�, respectively.

TABLE II. Ground electronic states, point groups, vibrational frequencies �cm−1�, and intensities �km/mol� of
the ground state M2CO �M =Sc to Zn� species calculated at the BP86 /6-311+G�d� level of theory.

Species

Ground
electronic

state
Point
group Frequencies �intensity, mode�

Sc2CO 1A� Cs 1237.6 �290,A��, 663.3 �1,A��, 546.7 �15,A��,
429.0 �19,A��, 338.4 �9,A��, 219.5 �3,A��

Ti2CO 3A� Cs 1330.9 �303,A��, 719.1 �3,A��, 544.8 �2,A��,
367.1 �2,A��, 360.5 �6,A��, 256.7 �5,A��

V2CO 3A� Cs 1825.4 �888,A��, 672.5 �20,A��, 454.0 �0.2,A��,
421.0 �35,A��, 331.3 �2,A��, 84.4 �0.3,A��

Cr2CO 1A� Cs 1947.3 �884,A��, 710.6 �35,A��, 399.1 �0.1,A��,
328.0 �21,A��, 288.8 �1,A��, 102.6 �5,A��

Mn2CO 9A� Cs 1763.5 �612,A��, 507.4 �5,A��, 354.7 �3,A��,
321.5 �4,A��, 230.2 �1,A��, 107.2 �1,A��

Fe2CO 7A� Cs 1927.3 �1213,A��, 462.2 �27,A��, 334.5 �4,A��,
301.5 �0.1,A��, 259.1 �23,A��, 51.3 �1,A��

Co2CO 5A� Cs 1958.3 �1012,A��, 500.8 �20,A��, 364.8 �2,A��,
348.7 �5,A��, 292.1 �2,A��, 69.5 �1,A��

Ni2CO 1A1 C2v 1793.0 �498,A1�, 595.4 �0.1,B2�, 533.8 �0.01,A1�,
393.6 �5,B1�, 266.4 �0.4,A1�, 234.3 �1,B2�

Cu2CO 1�+ C�v 2071.1 �668,��, 425.8 �0.01,��, 285.6 �6�2,��,
236.4 �4,��, 33.1 �0.4�2,��

Zn2CO 1A� Cs 2120.8 �80,A��, 52.7 �0,A��, 15.4 �0.1,A��,
9.3 �0.1,A��, 8.6 �0.0001,A��, 2.5 �0.0001,A��
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D. Cr2CO

The ground state of Cr2CO is predicted to be 1A� and its
geometrical configuration is similar to that of the ground
state of V2CO, where CO is also in the semibridging position
�Fig. 4�. The lowest 3A� state is separated from the ground
state by 1.4 kcal /mol. The lowest energy terminal configu-
ration is calculated to be 1�g

+, which lies 14.3 kcal /mol
higher in energy than the ground state. Other two low-lying
bridging and semibridging configurations correspond to the
3B1 and 5A� states, respectively, which are above the ground
state by 20.9 and 23.7 kcal /mol. The spin multiplicity of Cr2

�the ground state is 1�g
+� remains unchanged upon attach-

ment of CO, similar to the cases for Ti2 and V2 but different
from the case for Sc2.

The Cr–Cr bond length in the ground state of Cr2CO is
slightly elongated by 0.047 Å relative to the naked Cr2. The
C–O bond length in Cr2CO is calculated to 1.162 Å, which
is similar to that in V2CO �1.184 Å� but visibly shorter than
those in Sc2CO �1.321 Å� and Ti2CO �1.289 Å� �Figs. 1–4�.
The C–O stretching vibrational frequency is calculated to be
1947.3 cm−1, which should be scaled down by 0.965 to fit

the experimental value of 1879.1 cm−1 �Table I�. The Cr–Cr
stretching is predicted to be 710.6 cm−1 with small intensity
�35 km /mol� �Table II�. The Cr–C stretching frequencies are
predicted to be 399.1 and 328.0 cm−1 with the intensities of
0.1 and 21 km /mol �Table II�, respectively.

E. Mn2CO

The lowest energy geometrical configuration is predicted
be a 9�+ state �Fig. 5�. Energetically next higher structure
with terminal configuration is calculated to be 3A�, which
lies 3.1 kcal /mol higher in energy than the 9�+ state. Two
low-lying semibridging and bridging configurations corre-
spond to the 9A� and 7B1 states, respectively, which are
above the 9�+ state by 3.2 and 11.3 kcal /mol. This indicates
that the first three low-lying states �9�+, 3A�, and 9A�� are
very close in energy. The calculated C–O stretching vibra-
tional frequency in the 9A� state �1763.5 cm−1� is closer to
the experimental values �1688.2 and 1687.5 cm−1 �Refs. 14
and 15�� than those in the 9�+ �1902.9 cm−1� and 3A�

FIG. 1. Representative low-lying structures and their relative energies of
Sc2CO calculated at the BP86 /6-311+G�d� level of theory �bond length in
angstrom, bond angle in degree, and relative energy in kcal/mol�. FIG. 2. Representative low-lying structures and their relative energies of

Ti2CO calculated at the BP86 /6-311+G�d� level of theory �bond length in
angstrom, bond angle in degree, and relative energy in kcal/mol�.

124317-4 L. Jiang and Q. Xu J. Chem. Phys. 128, 124317 �2008�



�1862.1 cm−1� states. For these reasons, the 9A� state is as-
sumed to be the ground state of Mn2CO. The ground state of
naked manganese dimer has been a matter of considerable
debate. According to the present computations, the ground
state of Mn2 is 11	u, which is consistent with the previous
DFT calculations.40 Some recent investigations claimed that
Mn2 had a 1�g

+ ground state.41,42 Anyway, the spin multiplic-
ity of Mn2 �the ground state is 1�g

+ / 11	u� changes upon
attachment of CO, similar to the case for Sc2 but different
from the cases for Ti2, V2, and Cr2.

The Mn–Mn bond length in the ground state of Mn2CO
is elongated by 0.821 Å relative to the 1�g

+ state of Mn2 or
is shorter by 0.136 Å relative to the 11	u state of Mn2. The
C–O bond length in Mn2CO is calculated to 1.199 Å, which
is similar to those in V2CO �1.184 Å� and Cr2CO �1.162 Å�
but visibly shorter than those in Sc2CO �1.321 Å� and Ti2CO
�1.289 Å� �Figs. 1–5�. The Mn–C stretching frequencies are
predicted to be 507.4 and 321.5 cm−1 with small intensities
of 5 and 4 km /mol �Table II�, respectively. The Mn–Mn
stretching frequency is predicted to be 230.2 cm−1 with the
intensity of 1 km /mol.

F. Fe2CO and Co2CO

Detailed discussions about the Fe2CO and Co2CO spe-
cies have been reported previously18,19 and only the ground
state structures and energetically next higher structures of
Fe2CO and Co2CO are given in Fig. 6. In short, the ground
states of Fe2CO and Co2CO are predicted to be 7A� and 5A�,
respectively, where the CO ligands are in the terminal posi-
tion and the M-M-C angles �M =Fe,Co� are 119.8° and
117.0° �Fig. 6�. Energetically next higher structures for
Fe2CO and Co2CO are calculated to be 5A� and 3A�, respec-
tively, where the CO ligands are in the semibridging position
between the two metal atoms. The C–O stretching vibra-
tional frequencies in the ground states of Fe2CO and Co2CO
are calculated to be 1927.3 and 1958.3 cm−1, respectively,
which agree well with the experimental values �1898.0 and
1953.3 cm−1� �Table I�. Our computations are consistent with
the previous reports.16–19,21

G. Ni2CO

The ground state of Ni2CO is predicted to be 1A1, where
CO is in the bridging position between the two nickel atoms
�Fig. 7�. Energetically next higher structure corresponds to

FIG. 3. Representative low-lying structures and their relative energies of
V2CO calculated at the BP86 /6-311+G�d� level of theory �bond length in
angstrom, bond angle in degree, and relative energy in kcal/mol�.

FIG. 4. Representative low-lying structures and their relative energies of
Cr2CO calculated at the BP86 /6-311+G�d� level of theory �bond length in
angstrom, bond angle in degree, and relative energy in kcal/mol�.

124317-5 Interaction of carbon monoxide with 3d metal dimers J. Chem. Phys. 128, 124317 �2008�



an 3A� state, which is above its ground state by
10.8 kcal /mol. The 3A� state of Ni2CO carries a terminal CO
with the Ni–Ni–C angle of 144.6°. The structure with the
linear configuration lies 11.1 kcal /mol higher in energy than
the ground state and has one imaginary frequency �the struc-
ture is not shown here�, which is consistent with the previous
computation.22 The ground state of naked nickel dimer is still
the subject of discussions. The present computations predict
the ground state of Ni2 to be 3�g

−, which is in accord with

the previous DFT computations.40 The spin multiplicity of
Ni2 �the ground state is 3�g

−� changes upon attachment of
CO, similar to the cases for Sc2 and Mn2 but different from
the cases for Ti2, V2, Cr2, Fe2, and Co2.

The Ni–Ni bond length in the ground state of Ni2CO is
slightly elongated by 0.151 Å relative to the naked Ni2. The
C–O bond length in Ni2CO is calculated to 1.196 Å, which
is similar to those in M2CO �M =V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co�
�1.162–1.184 Å� but visibly shorter than those in M2CO
�M =Sc,Ti� �1.289–1.321 Å� �Figs. 1–7�. The C–O stretch-
ing vibrational frequency in Ni2CO is calculated to be
1793.0 cm−1, which agrees well with the experimental value
�1769.1 cm−1� �Table I�. The Ni–Ni stretching is predicted to
be 266.4 cm−1 with very weak intensity �0.4 km /mol� �Table
II�.

H. Cu2CO

Cu2CO has a 1�+ ground state with a terminal CO �Fig.
7�, which is in agreement with the previous
computations.24,25�a� The lowest energy bridging configura-
tion corresponds to an 1A1 state, which is above its ground
state by 26.7 kcal /mol. Recent DFT calculations using the
effective core potential plus double zeta basis set for copper
atom showed that the ground state of Cu2CO has a bent and
terminal CO.25�b� Using the Wachters–Hay all-electron basis
set for copper atoms, however, optimizations performed be-
ginning with bent trial geometries all have arrived at linear
configurations, suggesting a basis set effect on the geometri-
cal configuration of the ground state of Cu2CO. Such effect
of basis set has not been found for other 3d metals. It is
noted that the spin multiplicity of Cu2 �the ground state is
1�g

+� remains unchanged upon attachment of CO, similar to
the cases for Ti2, V2, Cr2, Fe2, and Co2 but different from the
cases for Sc2, Mn2, and Ni2.

The Cu–Cu bond length in the ground state of Cu2CO is
slightly elongated by 0.008 Å relative to the naked Cu2. The
C–O bond length in Cu2CO is calculated to 1.148 Å, which
is similar to those in M2CO �M =V to Ni� �1.162–1.184 Å�
but visibly shorter than those in M2CO �M =Sc,Ti�
�1.289–1.321 Å� �Figs. 1–7�. The C–O stretching vibrational
frequency is calculated to be 2071.1 cm−1, which is consis-
tent with the experimental observations �Table I�. The Cu–C
stretching is predicted to be 425.8 cm−1 with very weak in-
tensity of 0.01 km /mol �Table II�.

I. Zn2CO

Zn2CO has an 1A� ground state with a semibridging CO
�Fig. 7�. The lowest energy terminal configuration corre-
sponds to an 3A� state, which is above its ground state by
35.5 kcal /mol. The spin multiplicity of Zn2 �the ground state
is 1�g

+� remains unchanged upon attachment of CO, similar
to the cases for Ti2, V2, Cr2, Fe2, Co2, and Cu2 but different
from the cases for Sc2, Mn2, and Ni2. The Zn–Zn bond
length in the ground state of Zn2CO is slightly shorter by
0.003 Å relative to the naked Zn2. The Zn–C bond length is
�7.8 Å and the C–O bond length of 1.140 Å is the same as
the value of the free CO molecule calculated at the same

FIG. 5. Representative low-lying structures and their relative energies of
Mn2CO calculated at the BP86 /6-311+G�d� level of theory �bond length in
angstrom, bond angle in degree, and relative energy in kcal/mol�.

FIG. 6. Ground state structures and energetically next higher isomers for
Fe2CO and Co2CO calculated at the BP86 /6-311+G�d� level of theory
�bond length in angstrom, bond angle in degree, and relative energy in
kcal/mol�.
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level of theory. This suggests that CO is unbound with the
zinc dimer, which is consistent with the absence of Zn2CO
from experiments.

IV. TREND ANALYSIS

The low-lying structures and their relative energies to-
gether with vibrational frequencies of M2CO �M =Sc to Zn�
have been discussed in the above sections. We turn now to
general trends in the interaction of carbon monoxide with 3d
metal dimers. It is generally found that on going from left to
right across the 3d series, the preference for geometrical con-
figuration is from side-on-bonded mode to bridging, and then
to terminal, whereas Ni2CO adopts bridging mode. The C–O
stretching vibrational frequencies in the ground states of
M2CO increase generally from the left to the right side of 3d
metals. The binding energies are predicted to be 68.6 �Sc�,
49.5 �Ti�, 29.1 �V�, 14.3 �Cr�, �Mn�, 32.2 �Fe�, 38.9 �Co�,
49.1 �Ni�, 27.7 �Cu�, and 0.01 kcal /mol �Zn�, respectively,
showing an overall decreasing trend. As illustrated in Fig. 8,
the HOMOs of M2CO �M =Sc,Ti� are �-type bond, which
comprise the metal→CO 2� backbonding, leading to the
weakening of the C–O bond. The HOMOs of M2CO �M
=V to Cu� are nonbonding and the HOMO-1s for V, Cr, and
Co comprise the metal→CO 2� backbonding. There is no
obvious interaction of CO with Zn2, as shown in Fig. 8.

These general trends can be understood by considering
the metal-CO bonding mechanism. This is the familiar syn-
ergistic combination of CO 5� electron donation into the
metal valence bands with a compensating backdonation into

the CO 2�* antibonding molecular orbital. The 3d orbital of
the metal atoms decreases in size as one goes from left to
right in the Periodic Table, which leads to a decrease of d�
backdonation. This corresponds to a stronger C–O bond and
therefore to a higher C–O stretching vibrational frequency.
Perusal of the data of adiabatic ionization energies in Table
III reveals that on going from left to right in the Periodic
Table, the possibility of losing an electron from the metal
dimer grows down, implying that CO will gain more elec-
trons from Sc2 and Ti2 than the others. The values of Mul-
liken atomic charges for M2CO support this conclusion
�Table IV�.

The above trends in the interaction of carbon monoxide
with 3d metal dimers mirror the main features of the adsorp-
tion of carbon monoxide on transition metal surfaces. In gen-
eral, dissociation adsorption of CO is suppressed on going
from left to right in the Periodic Table of 3d metal
elements.1–8 Chemisorption and dissociation of CO occur on
early transition metal surfaces and side-on-bonded CO is
more stable than the terminally bonded CO as were found in
some surfaces.4 CO adsorbs in a terminal orientation with the
carbon end toward the surfaces to the right side of 3d series,
such as Co, Ni, and Cu.5–8 It should be noted that surface
defects such as steps and kinks can also facilitate CO disso-
ciation on some transition metals including those to the right
side of the transition series.3 Thus, our present computations
together with the recent reports9–25 model the adsorption and
dissociation of CO on transition metal surfaces, especially
offering the geometrical configurations for the unusually low

TABLE III. Calculated �BP86� and experimental adiabatic ionization energies �kcal/mol� of the naked 3d metal dimers.

Species Sc2 Ti2 V2 Cr2 Mn2 Fe2 Co2 Ni2 Cu2 Zn2

Calc. 121.8 140.5 148.3 191.5 147.1 159.8 169.2 181.8 190.7 180.2
Expt. ¯ ¯ 146.6a 161.4b 
149.2c 145.3d 
148.1e 171.3f 182.2g 207.5h

aReference 43.
bReference 44.
cReference 45.
dReference 46.

eReference 47.
fReference 48.
gReference 49.
hReference 50.

FIG. 7. Ground state structures and energetically next higher isomers Ni2CO, Cu2CO, and Zn2CO calculated at the BP86 /6-311+G�d� level of theory �bond
length in angstrom, bond angle in degree, and relative energy in kcal/mol�.
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observed C–O stretching frequencies �1100–1400 cm−1� of
the chemisorbed CO molecules on transition metal surfaces
and metal catalysts.1–8

V. CONCLUSIONS

The equilibrium geometries and harmonic vibrational
frequencies of the possible structures and electronic states of
M2CO �M =Sc to Zn� were determined using six different
exchange-correlation density functionals. All the configura-

tions are found to be planar. The geometry optimization pro-
cedures starting with nonplanar trial structures without im-
posing any symmetry constraint all resulted in the planar
configurations. The computed results agree with the available
experimental observations and previous theoretical studies.
The BP86 functional gives calculated C–O stretching vibra-
tional frequencies much closer to the experimental values
than the B3P86, B3LYP, mPW1PW91, and PBE1PBE func-
tionals. It is noted that replacing the correlation part by the
LYP correlation functional yields essentially the same
results.

It is generally found that on going from left to right
across the 3d series, the preference for bonding mode of CO
to the metal dimer is from side-on bonded to bridging, and
then to terminal, whereas Ni2CO prefers bridging configura-
tion. The C–O stretching vibrational frequencies in the
ground states of M2CO increase generally from the left to the
right side of 3d metals. The binding energies exhibit an over-
all decreasing trend. These general trends in the interaction
of carbon monoxide with 3d metal dimers mirror the main
features of the adsorption of carbon monoxide on transition
metal surfaces. Most importantly, we hope our work would
stimulate systematically theoretical studies on the interaction
of small molecules �i.e., CO2, H2, H2O, CH4, C2H4, etc.�
with a series of metal clusters at consistent levels of theory
with the goal to understand the multifaceted mechanisms of
the adsorption of such molecules on metal surfaces and
catalysts.
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